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1. The relevance of the UNCTAD to African trade problems has been

examined in an earlier paperM This document made it clear that African

trade problems haa to be seen in the context of economic growth. It

comprised an account of the trade problems of developing countries in

general? an examination of the principles and nistorical experience of

commodity agreements? a critical study of proposals for compensatory

financing? an examination of the export prospects of a number of primary

commodities of particular inters,t to Africa? a statistical description

of African primary exports| an introduction to the problems of

manufactured exports from Africa? an account of African attitudes to

trade problems ana a short aescription of the activities of the UXCTAD

after the first UK;TAD Conference. The paper concluded that the U1JCTAD

was clearly of relevance to African trade problems, argued that African

countries should strongly support the UNCT.-J) in a spirit of sympathetic

criticism, and suggested that a definitive statement of African trade

and growth problems required further study by the African countries and

the LCii.

2. The problems to be studied are complex and, within the limits of

data and time available, it is still not possible to present an

exhaustive study. In the circumstances, the present paper is designed

to carry the discussion a stage further ana it should be read in

conduction with the earlier paper which it supplements. The present

paper comprises a statement of the basic Srlc^n interest in the uUCT.JDj

some further consideration of commodity a^reeuentsj examination of

some question on manufacturing and preferences? an account of the main

problems of shipping, insurance ana tourism? and an introduction to the

question of development assistance0 ■=*

1/ The Keluvance of UNCIAL to Africa's Trade Problems (e/OSF.14/iiP.l/4
and Add. 1),

2/ The discussion of the basic African interest is presented in the
main body of the text: the other topics in appendices.
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A. The ^asic African ...iterost in the UNO TAJ

3. In a general sense there can be no doubting the basic economic

requirement of all a^tI^^t. countries. Aa presently constituted African

eoonomies generate- levels of per capita income which compare very un

favourably with -LviODG of the. developed market economies and which

necessarily rnecL>\? for the majority of African peoples, intolerably low

standards of livinrj and "both the legitimate aspirations of the African

peoples and pLaucrlblo oj.no*:3 of human achievement in the mid—20th

century requ-lio that ^ivic^x economies should be transformed — as rapidly

as possible - to tlie point ,,c which the levels of per capita income are

sufficiently iii^h to rvi-rit the general eradication of primary poverty.

The pressing policy question is as to how to promote the necessary

economic growthj. and the basic economic interest of ^fricd- in the UNCTAD

and in international relations in general is to maximise the influence

of factors fcivcux^bl- to Ax,:ic?n economic growth ana, as far as possible,

to minimise the inflnoi.ee of unfavourable factors.

4, The promo tic,:, of occnoaiic growth in developing countries is, of

course, a complex <]UG3tion(. tb.p *..etailed examination of ;mich has already

given rise to a vol-'til-^-:,, j.itoraturoo In the present context, it is

sufficient to no-',-3 +-h^t tho ^.-.'o^otion of economic growth in Africa is

inextricably bound up vrith Africa's international economic relations.

The present stru'jtiri-s of African economies is such tnat the continent

(excluding South Afi-ics.) has -datively little industrial capacity and

is particularly cloiioionb in tfcs production of capital goods. An

increased supply of copital ?:ia related intermediate goods is a necessary

concomittant t-f econo;-'.c t;rGvr:>. t.nd. so; in the aosence of domestic

capacity, is an increased flcvr of inports. Thus even if domestic savings

were sufficient to finance the requisite capital formation it would, still
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be necessary to ensure that adequate amounts of foreign exchange were

availaole to finance the real import component of investment. The

correlation between the rate of economic growth and the level of imports

is normally very high* It does not, however, exhaust the relationships

between trade and growthj and it is of interest to probe tiiese further.

It is also of interest, in the present context, to examine Africa's

position among developing regions ana to consider the bearing of such

examination on African trade and growth problems. These matters may oe

considered in turno

Trade and Growth

5* The relationships between international trade and economic growth

have long fascinated economists.. The classical theory of comparative

advantage contained a stronj presumption that an increase in trade,

based on appropriate increases in specialisation, would result in an

increase in income, Tnis would, certainly be true of d^reo'ate income

in the world as a whole, and would normally be true for each of the

trading partners, hven when modified to avoid the .aore restrictive

postulates of the classical economists, the taeory of comparative costs

still rests on a narrow range of assumptions which are of doubtful

relevance to tiie dynamic problems of cictual , growing economies. As a

consequence the theory of comparative advantage has oeen the subject

of continuing criticism in recent ye^rs. —' Indeed the wnole question

of the relationship between trade and growth is a matter of unresolved

controversy! anc^ a^ least as an interim measure, it is useful to

distinguish three models of the relationship between external trade and

l/ For some account of these criticisms, see The Relevance ox' UNCTiJ)

to Africa's Traae Problemst p.4 &nd the reference cited there.
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the domestic economyi external trade as a leading sector; external trade

as a lagging sector; and external trade as a balancing sector.

(a) External Trade as a Leaning oector

6. In this model attention is largely concentrated on exports; and the

"basic postulate of the model is that exports grow faster than the rest

of the economy and stimulate growth in other sectors. Mo-*e formally,

any sector A in an economy may be considered a leading sector if two

conditions are fulfilled; that it leads rather than followss i.e. that

it moves not in response to changes in the other sectors 3, £, £ and sc

on but under the impact of factors which are autonomous from the point of

view of the national economy\ ana that growth in sector A makes a signi

ficant contribution to general economic growth.-^ The impact of a lead

ing sector on the general growth of the economy comprises a direct

effect - given by the weight of the sector in the GN? multiplied by the

sectoral rate of Orowth$ an indirect effect which results from linkages

from the leading to other sectors of the economy $ and another indirect

effect which results from the impact of growth in the leading sector on

the social structure, on the quality of the labour force and on the

magnitude of induced social expenditures.

7. Exports may, by their nature, be considered exogenous. There is,

therefore, a presumption tiiat ^enorally the export sector meets the first

requirement of a leading sector and responds to autonomous stimulus.

l/ A brief account oi these moaela may be found in r,iudieberger, .economic
Development, Tokyo, 19^, Chapter 16. A broaaer treatment, including

discussion of these L.odele is to be round in iiaring, Dynamic Trade_

Theory and Growth in Poor Countries, Ky«.loo, Vol. Xv'I, Fasc.3? 1963.

2/ For an incisive discussion of ieaain^ sectors, see Auznets, Kotes on

the Take-Off in Hostow (ea) The economics of Take-Off into Sustained

Growth, London, 1964.
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Whether in any particular case the export sector meets the second require

ment in terms of a significant contribution to general economic growth

is more difficult to determine* It is clearly not sufficient that

exports account for a significant proportion of the GKP. In a rigid

enclave economy the impact of export growth on the general rate of

growth may be limited to the direct effect. Thus even if exports

accounted for 30 per cent of the GF.P and were growing at the rate of 10

per cent per annum, the consequent increase in GEP would "be 3 per cent.

For, in a less rigid economy, is it sufficient that there should be a

high correlation between the rates of growth of exports and GMP or

investment. This is partly "because exports and investment in the export

sector are themselves constituents of the GITP and aggregate investment

respectively and partly, and more importantly, because a high rate of

growth in both exports and the Ol'P may be the consequence of some common

cause.

8. The determination of leading sectors and the assessment of their

impact is indeed a matter of quite considerable complexity. To quote

Kuznets, "the establishment of...leadership characteristics of sectors -

both in terms of the autonomous character of the impulse of timing and

magnitude of their direct and indirect contributions to a country's eco

nomic growth - is.,.a task that involves intensive study, not merely of

the leading sectors proper but also of those affected by them, extending

into the quantitative framework: of the whole economy."-^

y. Thus, all in all, the tasK of assessing the impact of a leading

sector on growth is a formidable one requiring not merely analytical

skill but also a profusion of relevant data. The whole notion of a

1/ Kuznets, op. cit.
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leading sector implies a process of sequential spread in the economy;

and, in the absence of excess capacity, this process requires successive

acts of capital formation in the different economic sectors. This being

so, one method of testing whether or not exports form a leading sector

would be to examine the pattern of investment in the different sectors

over time and to see if, beginning with export sector itself, a

plausible pattern of time lags were revealed. It is eviaent that any

such test would require very detailed information (by sectors) about the

economy*

10# This discussion of exports as a leading- sector may usefully be

concluded by two further observations- The first is simply that, the

difficulties of measuring the impact of a leading sector notwithstanding,

there can be no doubting that exports have in the past greatly stimulated

the growth of some at least of the now developed market economies -

pace, for example, the historical experience of the United Kingdom and

Canada*—'

11. The second observation serves to emphasise that the concept of

exports as a leading sector goes beyond the problem of the provision of

adequate amounts of foreign exchange* It is true, of course, that if

exports are growing faster than the re^t ol the economy anu imports,

then exports will be matcing a net contribution to the financing of

economic development * As has been implied above, nowever, the

contribution of tne export sector to general economic growth may be

limited to the rate of growth of that sector multiplied by its weight

in total output.. In principle, it is equally possible that the export

sector as a whole may be growing relatively slowly, but that particular

l/ For a brief discussion of the Canadian experience, see, The Relevance

of ITNCTAD to Africa's Trade Problems, pp. 7-8 .
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export commodities may nevertheless be acting as leading sectors,' The

burden of this second observation is that it is important for

developing countries to consider their exports not only in their

capacity as earners of foreign exchange, but also from the point of

view of their impact on general economic growth.

External Trade as a Lagging Sector

12. In its original formulation -^, the model of external trade as

a lagging sector postulated that trade woulc ^rou less quickly than the

domestic economy. Sluggish expansion of exports would constrain the

imports of developing countries from the developed? and growth in the

developing countries would proceed from vigorous import substitution.

It now has to "be recognised that the relationships among trade, growth

and import substitution are not that simple. Some reformulation of the

model is consequently necessary and it is ag-.^in desirable to focus

largely on exports and tc consider their dual role in relation to

economic growth*

1-3. If an economy is growing by dint 01 the performance of a few

leading sectors and if these are other th^n the export sector, it

follows that the export sector may ipso facto be considered a lagging

sector. In tnis ca^e it may be interesting to speculate on the reasons

for the relative backwardness of the export sector. It would, however,

serve little useful purpose to awe11 at length on the lack of stimulus

the rest of the economy roceiveu from the export sector. In these

circumstances, it is legitimate to concentrate on exports as a means

of earning foreign exchange, and such concentration lay benxnd many

of the papers and much of the argument presented at the first

Conference.

1/ By the UH Economic Commission for Latin America,
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14» Viewed in this ^ay, exports may be considered as a lagging sector

if the earnings they generate prove insufficient, in conjunction with

other relevant items, to finance some desirable rate or economic growth.

More explicitly, it may be argued that exports in developing countries

have a tendency to .constitute a lagging sector in this sense b3Cciuse of

the structure of their economies and their aspirations to promote rapid

economic growth, imports from.the developing- economies very largely

comprise primary products with poorish demand prospects in their main

markets — the developed market economies. Imports, on the other hand,

may be expected to grow with economic development and, if this is at

all vigorously pursued, at a higher rate than exports. It is, further,

well-known that .nost developing countries usually run a deficit on the

invisible items in the current account. Thus, unless the gap is filled

by foreig-n aid and oapital, or unless successful export promotion is

possible, the relatively slow growth of export earnings may constrain

economic development.—'

(c) External Traue as a Balancing Sector

15« In one sense, international trade always balances domestic demand

and supply since imports supplement domestic production and exports

supplement domestic markets-, The main purpose, therefore, of

introducing the balancing model ia to distinguish it from the other two

1/ It should be noted that this formulation blurs the distinction between

this and the previous moael. The foreign exchange contraint is

compatible with situations in wnich exports are significantly

generating growth and in which they are not. It is possible that

exports may be so successful in generating- growth that the induced

rate of growth of imports will be higher th^n the initiating

growth of exports. Historically, this uas the Canadian case. 6eef

The Relevance of UNCTaD to Africa's Traae Problems, p.8.
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models. In the leading model the strategic exogenous variable is

foreign demand; in the lagging model the domestic drive towards

development provides the oasic stimulus. In developing countries the

balancing moael is apt to be relevant if there is pressure on the

supply side to expand exports.

(d.) The African Lxperience

16. Following this general discussion of the relationships between

trade and growth it is but natural to ask wuich model, combination of

models or even partial characteristics of particular models best fit

the African experience in the last decade or so. Eot surprisingly, this

is an extremely difficult question to answer. Some of the general

statistical and analytical difficulties which arise in testing these

trade models against historical experience have already been discussed

above. These difficulties are compounded in the African context by two

particular features* an above average deficiency of data; and the fact

that a large number of African countries secured their political

independence arouna the middle of the 1955-65 decade which would other

wise provide a satisfactory period for economic analysis. There was,

of course, some anticipation of independence in economic policiesi and

the full economic impact of independence was not felt immediately.

Independence has, nevertheless, given new direction and urgency to

economic policy ^sufficiently so probably to introduce structural

breaks in many economies. In these circumstances it seems appropriate

to concentrate impressionistically on the first few years of the W

Development Decade? and to see -what tentative conclusions may be drawn

as to the relationships between _-fricai traae and economic-growth.

1/ As manifested, for example, in the widespread adoption of economic
planning.
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17» Before embarking on an analysis of recent data it may "be useful

to make some general comment on exports and the African economies. Many

African economies were brought into contact with the international

economy by dint of export productions and, in the course of the present

century, such economic growth as there has Qeen in Africa has been

export induced. Lven today there is some presumption that many African

economies are export dependent-—' Nevertheless, the long and continuing

prominence of exports in the African economy has not stimulated economic

growth sufficiently to satisfy the present, legitimate aspirations of

the African peoples. Nor can the rates of growth of national income

associated with export expansion have been very impressive historically*

African economies have been in contact with the world economy for

upwards of 60 years. Given the present low income levels any very

impressive rate of growth projected backwards would imply impossibly

2/
low income levels 60 years a^o.-7 There is, therefore, a very strong-

presumption that the traditional African exports are insufficiently

strong in their direct and indirect effects to provide African

economies with much—needed leading sectors. That this should be so is

not surprising. Traditionally, African exports have comprised primary

products, frequently developed — at some stage in the marketing

process — under expatriate control. The expatriate control would, of

course, increase income leakeges abroad; ana, a priori, there is

reason to believe that the backward and forward linkage effects of

1/ See the discussion in The Relevance of UKCT-J) to Africa's Trade

1-Toblems, pp. 17-19

2/ See Kuznets, iSix Lectures on _oonoiaic Growth, 1963*
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peasant agriculture and .dining activities are not very strong.i/ TV-is

being so, a case may be made for suggesting that attention should be

focused on the adequacy of export earning in the context of financing

economic development. It should also be recognized that if existing

exports are inadequate as leading sectors, then the economic development

to be financed requires substantial structural transformation.

18. At first glance, tne contribution of .African exports to African

foreign exchan6e requirements between i960 and 1964 was quite impressive.

Mainly because of an increase in volume of 35% the value of African

exports (excluding those from the republic of South Africa) rose from

US.;, 5*137 million in i960 to U0.& 7,084 million in 1964. The value

increase was ti.us of the order of 38 per cent and compares favourably

with export increases of 34 per cent for the world as a whole, 38 per

cent for the developed market economies, and 26 per cent for all

developing countries. As a consequence of the relative increase of

African exports compared with exports from developing countries as a

group - to which movement petroleum and natural gas h^ve been the prime

contributors - the share of african exports in total exports from

developing countries increased from 19/o in I960 to about 20$ in 1964.

19- Between i960 and 1964 imports Into Africa increased much more

slowly than exports from Africa. Import price increases were a

moderate 3 per cent (but still higher than those of exports*) and,

again mainly due to volume changes, the value; of imports increased by

l/ See Hirschman, The otratfcCjy of economic Development, New H^ven, 1958,
pp.109—110. for a somewhat contrary view of the Nigerian economy

see Helleiner, Peasant Agriculture« Development and .bxport

Instability in Stewart and Orde (eds.) African Primary Products

.-.nd International Trade, Edinburgh, 1965,

2/ This refers to global data. Individual country and commodity

statistics reveal certain downward tendencies in several cases.
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11 per cent from US .6,444 million in l>^0 to US .7,170 million in ly64.

The 'different relative increases in exports and imports resulted m a

very significant improvement in the balance of African trade which shrank

from Ub ,1,307 million in 1^60 to U^ -86 pillion in 1964. In real terms

(i.e. at I960 prices) the trade 3ap narrowed from US .1,307 million to

US ,.16 million. Compared with tho forecast of the not: famous ttM pro

jection-^ made for the years lS-6O-iy7&, the African economies seem to
have done very much "better in this respect than was expected. The Hi!

projection suggests that by the end of 1964 the visible trade Gap for

Africa should be of the order of Ub ,2,4*>4 "iiiion at i960 prices. This

estimate of the trade ^ap was based on the assumptions^ (i) that the

gap would widen by the same amount each ysarj (ii) that the African share

nf imports to and exports from all developing countries would in 1970 be

the same as in i960. Of course, African imports have in fact in most

cases been deliberately cut down below the projected levels and although

the continent's trade gap has practically disappeared by 1964, the pheno

menon of trade deficit continues, nevertheless, to be common to the

majority of individual countries.

20. For that reason, and others, it is important; to be cautious in

interpreting this apparently favourable development of total African

trade, and it certainly would be unwice to leap to the conclusion that

a lack of foreign exchange i^ no longer a constraint on African economic

development. It i, neoessaiv ^0 cousi-ior the ^hole balance of payments

1/ For details of the projection, see

especially Table 3.1? P» 31.
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situation and not merely the visible tr^de constituent. tfith minor

exceptions all other components of Africa's "balance of payments have

consistently moved in the unfavoux^ole direction.—'

21. It is also necessary to examine tue reasons for the apparent

improvement in the visible trade position. To a large extent, this

phenomenal increase in Africa's export earnings has resulted from the

addition of new items to the continent's export list, namely petroleum

ana natural gas, ana the remarkable growth in sales of these commodities.

This is probably aided by the favourable rise in incomes in the economies

of Africa's customers, exports of petroleum increased in volume teras

b;y some 713 per cent from over 9.5 million metric tons in i960 to over

2/
73-7 million metric tons in 1964»-y The increase in fuels and oils as

a group accounted for 60 per cent and 66 per cent of the aggregate

increase in exports valued at current and constant prices respectively.

And the exclusion of fuels and oils reduces the I96O-64 increase from

38 per cent to 16 per cent. In real terms total exports grew at a

compound rdte of 7,4 per cent per annum. Minus fuels and oils the rate

becomes 3.1 per cent. Petroleum, of course, is a product with a high

income elasticity. i.nd some 90 p«r cent of ^frican expoits go to

Western Lurope whicn is heavily dependent on imports and whose demand

has grown between 1955 ana I964, at a compound rate of 13 per cent

annually because of markea economic growth and tne substitution of oil

for coal. Since 1962 petroleum has been Africa's most valuable

comLiiodit;y export. It has, however, to be recognized that petroleum

represents a special case. For the moment^ the rapid development of

1/ See E/CN.H

2/ These figures are for the three leading producers, Lrljya, Algeria
and Nigeria.
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petroleum (and natural gas) exports is to be welcomed since African

export revenues are much nigher in li^ht of this growth than they would

otherwise have been* It has, however, to be n^ted that the direct

impact of the great rise in petroleum exports has fallen on but a few

economies* The discovery, exploitation and export of petroleum has

dramatically altered the development prospects of Libya which previously

had few visible means of growth} anu the hitnerto more fortunate

economies of Algeria, Gabon and Nigeria have also been strengthened.

In light of present activities in Africa to increase intra-African

trade and to promote sub—regional economic co-operation it is to be

■-hoped that any prosperity derived from petroleum exports by the limited

number of oil-producing countries will to some extent inducie growth in

neighbouring countries. It is, nevertheless, necessary to stress that

concentration of so couch of the export expansion in petroleum detracts

very seriously from the significance of this expansion for most African

countries.—^ The contribution of petroleum and natural gas as well as

of other minerals such as iron ore and copper to total export earnings

has been so sizeable as to brin& the total trade deficit to a near

closing while in over one-half of the countries export earnings still

covered bo more than 75 Pei> cent of their imports.

22. The oalance of visible trade iij given by the difference between

exports and imports. ,,ny change in the balance over time results,

therefore, from the respective changes in the export and import totals.

Between I960 anc 1964 exports grew at an impressive rate in aggregate.

The improvement in the balance of trade, ^owever, would have been less

than in fact it was if the increase in imports had been greater. An

l/ For a more detailed discussion of petroleum and other leading African

commodity exports see The Relevance of UHCTAD to Africa's Trade

Problems, Add.l, pp.30-35
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important question that arises in the circumstances is as to whether

the increase in imports was in some sense too low. jL^ain this is not

an easy question to answer in precise terias« The obvious context of

the question is that of economic growth and argument may be led that

imports grew too slowly if they fell below the level necessary to

sustain some specified rate of general growth. The difficulty is to

quantify the relationships between growth and imports for the ..frican

economies and thus to arrive at some estimate of what, given a desired

rate of growth, the level of imports should have been. Such quantifi

cation and estimation cannot be attempted herej instead refuge will

be taken once more in impressionistic comment.

23. In considering economic growth and imports it is permissible

to concentrate on real magnitudes since, in the last resort, growth

comprises the provision of goods -^nd services in increasing quantities.

Between I960 and I964 the real compound rate of growth of imports into

Africa was 1.9 per cent per annum; and, at first blush, this does not

seem very propitious for African economic growth, In examining the

implications of the UN Development Decade objective of a jiinimum annual

r^te of growth of 5 per cent per annum by 1970, the Secretary-General

of the UKCTAD has sugoested that to sustain a 5 per cent growth rate

the volume of imports should rise by at lea^t 6 per cent annually.^

It follows that if this requirement holds for ..fricdn conditions then,

considering that a 5 per cent growth rate is a modest enough target,

there is strong suggestion that, from the point of view of growth,

imports did not increase sufficiently between i960 and 1964. P'ortunately,

however, things are not as o^d as they seem. There were in the first

^/''Towards a New Trade Policy for development"in Proceedings of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Vol.11,

New York, 1964, pp.5-6 .
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place some special factors operating on imports - particularly in ^lgeria

where; "because of the exodus of French settlers, imports were halved

between i960 and 196"4? andj in the second place, not all imports are of

equal .\mportance in economic growth* Thus in the crucial category of

macninery and transport equipment? imports increased in real terms at

a compound rate of >2 per cent per annum; and chemical imports increased

by 3*4 pe*1 cent per annum. Against this, imports of other manufactures,

base metals and miscellaneous goods went up by a mere 0«2 per cent each

year* The fact that imports of some strategic goods increased more than

the average should not in any case be construed as meaning that their

rate of srowtii was satisfactory.

24» Too much should not be made of evidence covering a period-of

time as short as four years* The available evidence, nowever, does seem

to suggest some genuine improvement in African export earnings (if

petroleum is included) ana some serious shortfall in African imports

compared to the level required "oy a respectable rate of. economic

growth* Given the extent to which the increase in export earnings

depended on petroleum and ^iven the failure of imports to brow at a rate

more appropriate to a hi&h rate of economic growth, it is obvious that

no great encouragement snoulu be taken from the apparent improvement

in Africa's visible trade position between i960 and 1964*—' Thus far

the analysis has been conducted mainly in aggregate terms and has

focused on visible trade, It is thus now of interest to examine the

experience of selected African countries and to broaden the field of

unalysisc

l/ It should be remembered that the improvement in the visible trade

position discussed so far is for Africa as a whole, as indicated

below the visible trade position of at least 12 African countries

.-■ actually -deteriorated between i960 and 1964*
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25. Some economic indicators, relating to the period 1960-1964, are

given for selected African countries in Table 1. The data in this

table may be used to give impressionistic answers to two questions:

did the African economies grow at a satisfactory rate between I960 and

1964? and is there ^.ny evidence that growth may have Deen constrained

by a lack of foreign exchange? The answer to the first question turns,

of course, on the definition of satisfactory! and, bearing in mind that

it represents a modest target, a real rate of growth of 5 per cent per

annum may usefully be adopted as the basic criterion* On this criterion

African rates of growth of real GDP (a* set out in column 1 of Table l)

are, generally speaking, less than satisfactory. A number of countries,

it is true, grew at impressive rates, particularly Libja (l3»7 peT cent),

the Ivory Coast (9.4 per cent) and Gabon (8*7 per cent); but some two-

thirds of the 31 countries listed in Table 1 recorded growth rates of

less than 5 per cent. Moreover, included in tiie slower growing group

are some of the most populous .-frican countries, notably Nigeria, the

U.H, Ethiopia and Ghana.

26. In terms of standards of living the growth of GDP per capita is

more important than the growth of the GDP alone. Per capita growth

rates between i960 and 1964 are given for 28 African countries in

column 2. Again the question arises as to how to juage them. A common

expedient in this context is to estimate, for given rates of growth,

the length of time required for developing countries to attain

standards of living now prevalent in developed countries, ana then to

judge the acceptability of the time period thus estimated. In the

present case the current per capita income of the United Kingdom may be

taken as standard and the appropriate calculations made with a real rate

of growth in per capita income of 3 per cent per annum compound. It
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should "be realised that a sustained, oer capita jro./tn race of 3 per

cent pei\. annum would be qaite an achievement. Population growth ill

African countries ia frequently.in excess of 2.5 per cent per year.

A per capita growth rate of 3 oar cent would thus normally require GLP

to increase in real terms "by more than ^.5 per cent per annum.

27* In recent years, per capita income in the United }■ ingdom is of

per

2,

the order of Ub :?1,^00.—' In Africa the range is from lib MO in Upper

Volta to US .#280 in Gabon $ and the average may be put at about Uo ^

If per capita income grows at a rate oi' 3 oer cent per annum it will

double itself eve.ry 24 j ears, It follows from this and the above data

that, if African per capita incomes were to bi'ow consistently at 3 per

cent per annum, on the average it vjouid tar-.e no re than 100 years for

Africans to attain something like the present British standards of

living. Some countries would, of course, do better, than others. Thus,

beginning from present income levels Gabon could be expected to matte

the transition in about 5& years; whereas in Upper Volta the process

would take 13i? years.—'

2b. It is important to realize the limitations of these calculations

and above all not to mistake then! for well-founaed forecasts. Their

limited purpose is to provide some basis fo_i.' judging the recent

performance of African couatries:, and even then to be useful they

1/ See, e.o, Jneiu, -The Pubure of tiie '-orld Lanu, i/ashingtons 1^65- The

Bx'itish figure is half the comparable figure for the United States.

2/ The African figures are ta^un from O^rainer, "Development and Trade

in Africaj" African Affairs, January, 1^66, p. 1. They exclude South

Africa, .-i.hodesia, I'iauritius and the Portuguese Territories.

_3/ It is worth pointing out, by contrast, that a com00and growth rate

of 1 per cent per annum would require something like 300 years for

African ptr capita incomes to reach presont British standards. As

is made clear below, 1 per cent is more representative of recent

African performance than 3 oer cent.
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TABLE 1

Soae Economio Iadloatora for aelaoted African Countries - 1960-1964

Country

OLP per

GBP capita

1> rate % rate
or of

growth growth

I960 I960
prices price■

CIDFC*

% rate Change in
of reserve

growth position

I960 196O-64
prioea U8| million

Vet oapital flown

1960-196*

Public Private

USS million

Change in Investment Exports laports
investment income j» rat* % rat*
income 1964 as % of of

1960-64 of oapital growth growth
DS$ Billion flows 1964 Current Current

prloeB prio..

AAL (5) 121
Moroooo

Tunisia

Libya

UAS

Sudan

Mauritania

Senegal

Mali

Ivory Coast

Upper Tolta

4.2

5.3

13.7

1.5*
3.0*

1.4

3.4

10.1

-1.3

O.I*'

7.6

13.6

17.8

16.6

Higer

Oaahia

Quinea

Sierra Leone

Ghana

Togo

Liberia

Nigeria

Caaeroon

Gabon

Congo (Brasea.)

Chad

Central Afrioan Bspublio

Congo (Kinshasa)

Hhodeeia

Zambia

Malawi

Madagascar

Mauritius

Tanmania

Uganda

Kenya

Ethiopia

Somalia

5-1 0.8

-0.3* -2.4*
5.0+

9-4

5.0+

5.0+

4.1

4.7

4.9+

2.6*
4.6

4.0*

2.6

5-4

3.4

0.7

0.5

1.4

3-4

-0.1*
2.9

1.0*

14.0

4.7

-0.6

-153.0

-52.0

89.5

-41.0

-95.5

1.1

-40.0

-7.8

26.0

2.0

1.3

-4.6

-149.7

10.2*

224.3

135-6

6.8*
785.1

107.6

-5.3

100.7

-8.0*
38.9

40.7

-116.2

1.0

545.9^
-25.4

-9.6

-36.8

-4.4

576.3^
-7.0

-16.8

5

3

199

-0

12

.1

.3

.5

.6

.5

2

8

14

10

10

.8

•5

.6

.2

.7

8.7

-7.0*

9.8 -196.O*

16.6

-0.2

-4.4

2.7

6.6

-24.0

427.9 78.1 -87.6 -21.3

323.2 420.5* -89.8 -17.5*

106.9J/

-40.3J/ -40.3* 6.6

26.9* 135.5* -486.0* -1517 .8*

13.6

17.7

20.6

-7.8

10.6

4.2 '

2.2*
4.1

-0.1

20.1

-0.4*
6.2

9.6

17.5

27.5

19.0

20.1

10.1

-60.8

6.6

17-0

52.3

0.4

24.6

7.7

-1.6

12.4

11.8*
4.2

12.6

15.1

-2.0

6.2

10.5

6.6

-202.7

-29.8

■J/

+67.2

-36.9

0.7

5.2

I8.7

5-8

12.4

11.0

6.1

8.**

4.9

4.0

2.5

6.1

2.2

8.6

10. V
Payments learboolr (various volumes) and national publications

* IMP at factor oost

*± ODP at factor oost

+ Estimated by KJA, StatiBtioa Division

f£ 1963~1963 $ Including errors and omissions for the year 1964.
£/ 1959-1963 V ls\\J\$T lB und9re8tijiat««i beoauae of tha inclusion of errors and onisaionB in the
4/ 1959-1962 private oapital
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have to be combined wixh value judgements. One such value judgement

is that to douolc living standards every 24 years would subjeotively

be acceptable to many people. It would., roughly speaking, mean that a

man of 72 would, luve s, en living standards rise eightfold in the course

of his own lifetime,. - It has, however, to be remembered that an eight

fold increase in a low base Can still yield standards of living which,

compared to those obtaining elsewhere, are still inadequate! and if

present British levels were to oe accepted as standard then, on the

assumption of the nboie ce] culations, this would represent a standard

wnich few people now alive in Africa woula ever acnieve. A reasonable

conclusion from tnia discussion might ba tiiat a real rate of growth in

per capita income of 3 psr cent per annum represents a minimum

requirement for satisfying the aspirations of African peoples over an

acceptable perioa of time. The interesting question now is as to how

the performance of African economies in recent years measure up to this

requirement

29. If 3 per cent per annum is in fact a reasonable minimum target

for growth in income per head,, and if the trends of 1960-1964 were to

continue into the A,;/^.; ,ue.. i;:e very least that would be said is that

there are no t;rou-o.3 i::c- complacency. Of the 2o African countries for

vhich the relevant data are available, only 7 recorded increases in

income per head, of 3 vei- onivi; or ,iore per annumj and the economic

weight of these countries may be judged to soiae extent from the fact

that in aggregate they account for about 12 per cent of the aggregate

GDP of the 2c countries,, ,mong the remaining countries, 6 (accounting

for 25 per cent of the total GSPjozperienced a decline in per capita

income between 1S60 and 1964$ and a further 8 countries(producing 35

per cent of the total CD?) recorded increases of 1 per cent per annum
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or less, axi increase of 1 per cent per annum means that it would take

upwards of 70 years to aouole per capita incomes. Thus at this rate,

Nigeria, where income per head grew at exactly 1 per cent per annum

between I960 and 1964* might expect to attain the present standards of

living of Gabon in about 140 years time. This, evidently, would not

be a satisfactory rate of progress5 and the fact tiiat for 65 per cent

of the African population covered by this discussion the average

increase in income was less than 1 per cent between i960 and 1964 is,

unless it can be explained away by special circumstances, cause for

considerable disquiet.

30. It is now time to turn to the second question posed aboves is

there any evidence in Table 1 that African economic growth between

I960 ana 1964 was constrained by a shortage of foreign exchange? It

is worth repeating the assumption behind the question. Given the

present structure of --frican economies the promotion of economic growth

requires substantial increases in the importation of capital goods,

intermediate products and even, perhaps, certain categories of

consumer goods. As African economies grow, therefore, it is necessary

to foresee an even higher rate of growth of imports. Since the

imports are essential to growth it follows that any constraint on the

ability to finance imports is a constraint on economic growth itself.

31. Imports may be financed from export earnings, from any credits

accruing on the invisible account and by means of puolic ana. private

capital inflow. In addition foreign exchange reserves may be used.

Unless, however, the level of reserves is high — perhaps because of

accumulated but unspent export earnings — this is a dangerous expedient,

It is, at all events, a finite one. ,;ith continuous consumption of

reserves it is only a matter of time and arithmetic before they become
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exhausted. Tiius, particularly if the level if already low, consumption

of foreign exchange reserves is a nutter of last resorts and extensive

Gimunition of reserves may be taken as presumptive evidence that other

sources of finance are inadequate to the development effort being

undertaken. The change in the reserve positions of 25 African countries

is given in column 4 of Table 1; and, as may be seen from these data,

the reserves of rather more than half of the 25 countries declined,

sometimes very significantly, between I960 and 1964, It has, of course,

to be recognized that the dimunition of reserves may result from a

variety of factors. It is not even possible to rule out bad economic

management. Thus the evidence of column 4 shoula De regarded as

suggestive rather than conclusive 5 and further examination of the

..data of Table. X is obviously...:cequi^ed.,- ........ .

32. For a number of reasons, developing countries prefer, to the

extent possible, to finance development from export earnings. A first

indication of any change in this direction between two points in time

may be haa from a comparison of the rates of growth of export earnings

and import expenditures respectively. Information on this for 30

African countries between 19&0 and I964 is given in the last two

columns of Table 1; and, agdin at first glance, the iigures seem

encouraging with the rate of growth of exports higher than that of

imports for 18 of the 30 countries covered. It is necessary, nowever,

to repeat the cautions urged earlier when the analysis was being

conducted at an a^^eg^te level: exports may increase more quickly

than imports- because the latter are in some sense growing too slowly;

and not merely visible trade but the entire balance of payments

position is relevant to the analysis.
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33. What constitutes a desirable rate of imports will vary from

economy to economy ana will oe a function of the desired rate of growth

of GDP and national economic structure, with the emphasis on those

imports most retired for growth. It is, therefore, not possible to

make a priori judgement on the aptness of import growth and structural

changes recorded between I960 and 1964* The best that can be done is

to assume, as a rule of thumb, that African economies growing at a

satisfactory rate should be increasing their imports bj at least 5 per

cent per annum. In fact there were 10 African economies in which the

annual increase in imports was less than thisj and it is particularly

interesting to note that of tnese 10 countries, 8 experienced an

improvement in their balance of visible trade. Thus it may be surmised

that the impasGwuaeat in th© trade po«i±ion was to- «on» extant due to-

inadequate growth of imports,

34. "Even if this were not so any encouragement derived from the

trade figures would h.ve to be qualified since there is evidence in

columns 7 and 3 of Table 1 that any improvement in the balance of

visible trade would be at least partially offset by unfavourable

changes in other parts of the balance of payments. Column 7 records

the changes in net investment income for 12 countries between I960

and 1964. In this context a minus sign indicates that net dividends

and interest received have declined between the two years so that net

payments have increased: and there is strong indication of general

deterioration in the fact that 10 of the 12 countries covered record

minus si^ns. The figures in column 8 are, if anything, even more

revealing. They relate the net investment income of 1964 to the net

capital inflow of the same year and again a minus sign indicates that

remittances .broad were greater than dividends and interest received
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in African countries. Jhat is significant is not merely that the signs

are negative for two-thirds of the countries concerned "but, more

importantly, the magnitude of the ration. There is, it is true, soae

danger in calculating such ratios on the "basis of data for a single

year. That this is so is confirmed by the freakishly high figure for

Zambia and Malawi- Nevertheless, it is right to be sober about the

other figures. The figures in column 8 do not include any capital

repayment, yet the interest burden ranges from 4,4 per cent of capital

inflow for Tunisia to over 36 per cent for both Morocco and Ethiopia.

35« It cannot be too often repeated that impressionistic analysis

of data relating to a period as short as five ye^rs is an extremely

hazardous undertaking. The hazards are increased in this Cu.se by the

fact that there are gaps in the data even for the five years generally

covered. Indeed, the analysis can only be justified at all on grounds

that some indication of trends ana relationships is better than none

at all. implicitly in this spirit one final piece of brazen argument

may be advanced as to the relationship between real capital formation

and the change in reserve positions for those African countries for

which both sets of information are available in Table 1.

36. This argument must begin by recognizing that there is no

evident correlation in Tabie 1 between rates of growth of GDP (or GDP

per capita) and capital formation. That this is so is not entirely

surprising. Growth is a function of many variables and the impact of

capital formation on browth will "be felt only after a time lag, the

length of which will depend on the structure of investment and the

related gestation periods. Thus although investment is one of several

influences on growth, there is no reason to doubt that it is. an .

influence and an important one at that. A country which is investing
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wisely and currently increasing fixed capital formation at a rapid rate

will sconer or later enjoy growth as a consequence. Indeed a high rate

of diversion of current resources to capital projects with lengthy

gestation periods could help explain a mediocre rate of growth in

current output. The "basic point, for present purposes, is that a high

rate of fixed capital formation is a useful measure of development

effort and may be taken ultimately to presage growth.

37» Again the awkward question arises as to what constitutes a

rapid rate oi growth of capital formation. And again the answer may

arbitrarily oe given as 5 P&£ cent. There are six African countries

listed in Table 1 with growth rates for fixed capital formation at

least this high and for which a relevant range of other information is

also available. ^11 six countries experienced considerable capital

inflows during the period under examination (although all, with the

possible exception of tne Ivory Coast, paid more in investment income

than they received.) Four of the six countries enjoyed an improvement

in their balance of visible trade. Yet all six countries drew (and

sometimes heavily) on their reserves. Granted the premises of the

argument, it may be xcg^rded as a further piece of impressionistic

evidence in favour of the view tnat lacK of foreign exchange tended,

in principle, to constrain African economic development in the first

part of the Development Sec^aej ^nd, in conjunction with the other

pieces of evidence, may bo used to support the view that, on the basis

of inadequate information, the best policy model for Africa still

seems to be that oi exports aa a lagging sector.

Africa ,;.nd the Other Developing Regions

38. The developing world consists of a large number of countries

which manifest a great variety of social and economic characteristics.
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There are, for example, great differences amon_, developing countries

in the levels of economic development, the quality and quantity of

economic resources, and tne character of social and political

institutions. As a consequence, ^eneralizaxions concerning developing

countries should only he maae sparingly ana with caution. It may,

however, safely be suggested that, their many difierences notwith

standing, the developing countries iiave a certain iaentity of basic

interest. This identity of interest springs from a common relative

poverty, a common aspiration to increase per capita incomes, and

certain common features of the international specialization of the

developing countries. It helps to explain tne narked solidarity shown

by the developing countries at the first UMcTaD Conference in 1964.

It provides good reason for strengthening this solidarity before the

second UNuiLD Conference to be held in 196?.

39- There can be no doubt that the basic common interests of tne

developing countries are strong. It is, however, important to

recognize that there are .also differences? and to accept that clear

identification of these differences and appropriate, agreed action

will strengtnen rather t,ian we.ixen the solidarity of the developing

countries, In the present context the aost interesting and important

question that arises is as to whether differences in the level of

development a;aong developing countries ^ive rioe to differences in - the

necessary trade anu „!& policies for further growth. The purpose of

the present section is to consider this question basically from an

African point of view. For this purpose it will Oe convenient to make

use of a study conducted by tuo economists wor.tin0 in Last Africa.^/

1/ Clark ana Frank, _3t^t;es of development qua Internationally-Agreed
Trade iolicies. LLHP No.20, ^st African Institute of bocial
Research, 1964
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This study was -undertaken in 1964* There is, however, no reason to

"believe that the relative magnitudes of the basic data used in the

study will have changed greatly in the meantime. *'■'

40. A basic feature of the Last African study is an attempt to rank

4"9 developing countries according to their stage of economic development.

This attempt was based on a composite index which arranged the rank ox

each developing country according to its standing among the countries

covered in terms of GDP per capita; agricultural production as a

percentage of gross domestic product; energy consumption per capita)

and adult literacy rates. It would, of course, be possible to vary

the composition of the index. For oroad purposes, however, the index

as constituted is extremely useful and the relevant rankings are

reproduced in column 1 of Table 2. The rankings are ordinal rather

than cardinal and thus do not, of themselves, indicate anything as to

the magnitudes of the differences among developing countries, ^n

examination of GDP per capita data, however, suggests that the range

of differences is considerable; and it is, therefore, of interest to

examine the standing of African countries in the table.

41. As it happens there is, to Luote Clark and 1-rank, "... a

statistical±y significant difference between the median ranking of

35 for all African countries and that of 9 for Latin .ainerica" and

"... almost a significant difference between Latin America and Asia".

Thus, fifriccLn countries are undoubtedly less developed than those of

Latin America and tjere is some suggestion that they are also less

developed, generally speaking, than those of ^sia. Given that African

countries are thus less developed it is interesting to note that there

is a strong inverse correlation between the level of development, as

shown in column 1 of Table 2, and the importance of primary products
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in total exports, as measured in column 4 of Table 2. From thi's, Clark

and Frank argue that African countries would benefit more than

proportionally from internationally agreed trade policies to promote

the export of primary products even if such policies were extended

preferentially to ail develo^in^ countries. Tney also remark that,

with their present low levels of industrialization, African countries

would benefit little in the near future from improved access for

manufactured exports from tne developin0 to ti.e developed market and

centrally planned economies* suggest that industrialization is aore

likely to be promoted in African countries Dy import substitution and

preferential tiade arr^no ments with other aeveloping countries; and

urge, in effect, that tne low levels of economic development in Africa

give African countries a particul.r interest in a softening of the

terms on wmch fin^nci^l assistance may oe obtained from the developed

countries,

42. As generalizations, these findings of Clark and Prank are

soundf ^nd. t^ey form a useful background to more detailed probing of

African trade anu development problems. Of the findings, the comment

on the promotion of primary exacts is probably most in need of

qualification. On one level it has to be recognized th^t some primary-

commodities ma;y be more easily promoted than otuers and that, not

withstanding the general position, these need not necessarily be those

in which the ,,frican interest is greatest. At another level it may

be suggssted th-.t the promotion of primary commodity exports, if it

fixes or increases the proportion of African economic resources engaged

in their production, may aot be in Africa's long run economic interest.

It snould further be stressed tnat industrialization, however it

proceeds, should eventually be achieved on aa eoonccically viable toaeis.
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43. The most unassailable of the findings is that relating to

Africa's relative position among the developing regions. The need

for economic transformation is greater in Africa than elsewhere. This

implies two tningsi that the need for indigenous development effort

is greater; and that the proolems of financing1 development are

greater. It is in solving the latter problem that Africa has most

reason to expect help from the UNCT^D and the developed countries.

The most appropriate forms tuis help should take ana in what

proportion the various forms shoula be combined are questions that

require further, detailed study, as do the questions of the relative

impact of present UNO TAD policies and proposals of the different

developing regions and tue need for any correcting mechanism to.prevent

any increase in inequalities among developing countries. These are

all questions which African countries (and the ^GA) will wish to ponaer

carefully before the next UlTC■ aD Conference. In doing so they will

wish, perhaps, to consider particularly the merits of commodity

agreements as a means of increasing export revenues, African

interests in preferences and the contributions that can be made on

various terms by privat3 and public capital inflows.
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Some economic indicators for selected developing

Country

Israel

Argentina

Venezuela

Chile

Mexico

Cuba

Yugoslavia

Brazil

Colombia

Peru

Algeria

Philippines

Rhodesia, Zambia

Taiwan

Ecuado r

Malaya

El Salvador

Syria

Turkey

Guatemala

UAit

Bolivia

Rank

Level of

Development

(1)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

GDP (1958)
US i

million

(2)

1,157

9,193

4,919

2,566

8,400

2,473

3,330

16,602

4,074

1,533

2,285

5,015

1,275

1,136

729

1,420

465

634

5,269

582

2,861

351

Ratio of

Exports

to GDP

(3)

12.2

10.8

47.2

24-6

8.8

30.9

13.2

7-5

11.3

18.3

21.4

29.8

29.8

13.7

18.2

43.4

24.9

19.1

4.7

18.4

16.7

14.2

Hatio of

Primary to

Total Exports

(1961)

(4)

35

96

99

27

76

95

50

96

97

70

95

93

38

63

96

73

93

86

97

94

87

96
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Ta3L: 2 (COrT'D)

indicators for selected developing countries

Country

Iran

Ceylon

Tunisia

Congo (Kinshasa)

Morocco

Thailand

Sene gal

Burma

Kenya

Ghana

Madagascar

India

Ivory Coast

Cambodia

Cameroon

Indonesia

Uganda

Pakis tan

Mali

Sudan

Tanganyika

Nigeria

iiank

Level of

Deve lo pine nt

(1) ■

23

24

25

26

27

26

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

GDP (1958)
US ,i,

million

(2)

3,327

1,143

586

1,166

1,753

1,882

411

1,030

582

966

596

27,600

615

409

456

6,164

411

4,760

428

915

468

2,740

.rtatio of

Exports

to GDP

(3)

22.3

31.4

26.1

34-8

19.7

16.4

29.4

18.8

16.0

26.7

32.9

4.4

24.4

13.7

25.^

12.6

31.6

6.3

3.8

13.0

26.0

13.9

laatio of

Primary to

Total Imports

(1961)

(4)

97

98

85

61

91

98

96

98

76

100

94

55

98

99

77

99

90

73

97

100

86

97
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2 (COM" I))

Some economic indicators for selected developing countries

Country

Haiti

Chad

Upper Volta

Niger

Ethiopia

Hank

Level of

Development

ID

45

46

47

48

49

GDP (195&)
Ub 4>

million

(2)

343

182

159

169

799

rtatio of

Exports

to" GDP
(3)

11.4

13.4

3.1

10.7

7.9

Ratio of

Primary to

Total Srports

(1961)

U)

95

99

86

99

91

Source: Clark: and Frank, op. cit.




